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We present a novel attention mechanism: Causal Attention (CATT), to remove the ever-elusive confounding effect
in existing attention-based vision-language models. This effect causes harmful bias that misleads the attention module to focus on the spurious correlations in training data,
damaging the model generalization. As the confounder is
unobserved in general, we use the front-door adjustment
to realize the causal intervention, which does not require
any knowledge on the confounder. Specifically, CATT is
implemented as a combination of 1) In-Sample Attention
(IS-ATT) and 2) Cross-Sample Attention (CS-ATT), where
the latter forcibly brings other samples into every IS-ATT,
mimicking the causal intervention. CATT abides by the QK-V convention and hence can replace any attention module such as top-down attention and self-attention in Transformers. CATT improves various popular attention-based
vision-language models by considerable margins. In particular, we show that CATT has great potential in large-scale
pre-training, e.g., it can promote the lighter LXMERT [57],
which uses fewer data and less computational power, comparable to the heavier UNITER [14]. Code is published in
https://github.com/yangxuntu/lxmertcatt.

1. Introduction
Stemming from the strong cognitive evidences in selective signal processing [59, 50], the attention mechanism has
arguably become the most indispensable module in vision
and language models [66, 5, 3, 16, 11, 36]. Although its
idiosyncratic formulation varies from task to task, its nature
can be summarized as the following common Q-K-V notation: given a query q, the attention mechanism associates
q to each feature value vi by using the normalized attentive weight αi ∝ qT ki , where ki is the key function of the
value;P
thus, the resultant selective feature value — attention
— is i αi vi . In a modern view, the attention can be un-
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Figure 1. Top: an example of image captioner with a self-attention
and a top-down attention modules. Bottom: the corresponding
causal graph. The reason why the prediction is “riding” but not
“driving” is explained in Figure 3.

derstood as a feature transformer that encodes input query
q by using the given values V = {vi } [60].
Taking image captioning as an example in Figure 1, if
q and V are both encoded from the input X, e.g., the
RoI features of an image, we call it self-attention; if q is
changed to the sentence context, we call it top-down attention. Intuitively, self-attention is usually viewed as a nonlocal [65] (or graph [7]) convolution network that enriches
each local value with global relationship features; top downattention is used to enrich the context with the cross-domain
relationship features [3]. Both of them can be combined
and stacked into deep networks, serving as powerful multimodal encoder-decoder transformer networks [32, 12].
As a bridge connecting the input feature X and the output label Y , the quality of attention — how reasonable
the attentive weight α is — plays a crucial role for the
overall performance. However, due to the fact that the attention weights are unsupervised, e.g., there is no wordregion grounding for the top-down attention or relationship
dependency annotation for the self-attention, the weights
will be inevitably misled by the dataset bias. For example, as shown in Figure 1, since there are many images
captioned with “person riding horse” in the training data,
self-attention learns to infer “riding” by building the dependency between “person” and “horse”. Then, given a test
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#“Sport+Man” / #“Sport+Screen”=213

#“Color+Girl” / #“Color+Necklace”=54

#“Board+Man” / #“Board+Woman”=20

Q: What sport is being shown on the
screen?
A: Dancing (Bowling)

Q: What color is the girl's necklace?
A: Black (White)

Q: What gender is the person
standing up?
A: Male (Female)

Figure 2. Before pre-training (e.g., LXMERT [57]), attentions are
correct (blue). After pre-training, attentions are wrong (red). This
is because the co-occurrences of some concepts appear much more
often than others, e.g., “Sport+Man” appears 213 times more than
“Sport+Screen” in the pre-training data.

image with “person driving carriage”, this self-attention still
tends to relate “person” with “horse” to infer “riding”, but
ignoring the “carriage”. Unfortunately, such bias cannot be
mitigated by simply enlarging the dataset scale, as most of
the bias abides by the data nature — Zipf’s law [48] and
social conventions [19] — there are indeed more “red apple” than “green apple” or “person standing” than “person
dancing”. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, large-scale pretraining may lead to even worse attentions.
The dataset bias is essentially caused by the conC
founder, a common cause that
M
makes X and Y correlated even
X
Y
if X and Y have no direct causation. We illustrate this crucial
Figure 3. This expands
idea in Figure 3. Suppose that
the causal links of
the confounder C is the comthe confounding path
mon sense1 “person can ride
X L9999K Y in Figure 1
horse”, C → X denotes that
.
a visual scene is generated by
such knowledge, e.g., the dataset curator observes and captures the common sense; X → M denotes the fact that
the objects M = {person, horse} can be detected (e.g.,
Faster R-CNN [49]), whose object inventory is determined
by C → M ; M → Y denotes the language generation
for “person riding horse”. Note that besides the legitimate
causal path from image X via object M to Y , the “backdoor” path X ← C → M → Y also contributes an effect
to Y . Therefore, if we only train the model based on the
correlation P (Y |X) without knowing the confounding effect, no matter how large the amount of training data is,
the model can never identify the true causal effect from X
to Y [41, 52]. For example, if the confounder distribution
varies from training to testing, e.g., the common sense “person can ride horse” is dominantly more often than the common sense “person can drive carriage” in training, but the
latter is more often than the former in testing, then P (Y |X)
based on “person can ride horse” in training will be no
longer applicable in testing [42].
In this paper, we propose a novel attention mechanism
1 It

is also well-known as the disentangled causal mechanism [56].

called: Causal Attention (CATT), which can help the models identify the causal effect between X and Y , and thus
mitigates the bias caused by confounders. It is based on the
front-door adjustment principle that does not require the assumption of any observed confounder [40], and thus CATT
can be applied in any domain where the attention resides.
In this way, CATT is fundamentally different from existing deconfounding methods based on the backdoor adjustment [76, 64], which has to be domain-specific to comply
with the observed-confounder assumption. Specifically, we
first show that the conventional attention is indeed an improper approximation of the front-door principle, and then
we show what is a proper one, which underpins CATT theoretically (Section 3.1).
We build CATT on the proposed In-Sample attention (ISATT) and Cross-Sample attention (CS-ATT), which abides
by the Q-K-V operations (Section 3.2). In particular, the
parameters of the Q-K-V operations can also be shared between both IS-ATT and CS-ATT to further improve the efficiency in some architectures. We replace the the conventional attention with CATT in various vision-language
models to validate its effectiveness, including the classic Bottom-Up Top-Down LSTM [3], Transformer [60],
and a large-scale vision-language pre-training (VLP) model
LXMERT [57]. The experimental results demonstrate that
our CATT can achieve consistent improvements for all of
them. Significantly, our light LXMERT+CATT outperforms the heavy UNITER [14] on VQA2.0, i.e., 73.04%
vs. 72.91% on test-std split, and NLVR2, i.e., 76.0% vs.
75.80% on test-P split, while we require much fewer pretraining burdens: 624 vs. 882 V100 GPU hours. Such comparisons show that our CATT has great potential in visionlanguage pre-training (VLP) tasks.

2. Related Work
Attention Mechanism. Conventional top-down attentions
generally include the classic single-guidance fashion [5, 66,
69, 71] and the co-guidance fashion [34, 73]. They can
be summarized as the query, key, value (Q-K-V) operation
that also generalizes to self-attention [60, 65], which even
be applied in pure vision tasks such as visual recognition
and generation [11, 12]. As the attention weight is unsupervised, it is easily misled by the confounders hidden in the
dataset. We exploit the causal inference to propose a novel
CATT module to mitigate the confounding effect [44, 41].
As our proposed CATT complies with the Q-K-V convention, it has great potential in any model that uses attention.
Vision-Language Pre-Training. Inspired by the success
of large-scale pre-training for language modeling [16, 47],
researchers have developed some multi-modal Transformerbased Vision-Language Pre-training (VLP) models to learn
task-agnostic visiolinguistic representations [32, 57, 29, 14,
78, 30, 28]. To discover the visiolinguistic relations across
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domains, a huge amount of data [53, 13, 26] are required
for VLP. However, just as the language pre-training models
tend to learn or even amplify the dataset bias [27, 37], these
VLP models may also overplay the spurious correlation. We
use the proposed CATT to help VLP models confront the
bias.
Causal Inference. Causality [41, 52] provides researchers
new methodologies to design robust measurements [56],
discover hidden causal structures [9], generate counterfactual samples [58, 1, 25, 74], and confront various biases [62, 75, 76, 38, 20, 45]. These bias removal methods
usually assume that the confounder is observable [75, 76]
or domain-specific [19, 10]. In general, the confounder
is unobservable and elusive. Compared with them, we
exploit the front-door adjustment [40] with no observedconfounder assumption to mitigate the dataset bias. To
tackle the sampling challenge in the front-door adjustment,
we propose two effective approximations called In-Sample
Sampling and Cross-Sample Sampling.

3. Causal Attention
3.1. Attention in the Front-Door Causal Graph
We retrospect the attention mechanism in a front-door
causal graph [44, 41] as shown in the bottom part of Figure 1, where the causal effect is passed from the input set
X to the target Y through a mediator Z. By this graph, we
can split the attention mechanism into two parts: a selector
which selects suitable knowledge Z from X and a predictor
which exploits Z to predict Y . Take VQA as the example,
X is a multi-modality set containing an image and a question, then the attention system will choose a few regions
from the image based on the question to predict the answer.
We usually use the observational correlation P (Y |X) as the
target to train an attention-based model:
P (Y |X) =

X
|

z

P (Z = z|X) P (Y |Z = z),
{z
}

To eliminate the spurious correlation brought by the hidden confounders, we should block the backdoor path between Z and Y : Z ← X ↔ Y . In this way, we can estimate the true causal effect between Z and Y , which is
denoted as P (Y |do(Z)), where do(·) denotes the interventional operation [41]. We can cut off the link X → Z to
block this backdoor path by stratifying the input variable
X into different cases {x} and then measuring the average
causal effects of Z on Y by the following expectation [43]:
P (Y |do(Z)) =

|

x

P (X = x) P (Y |X = x, Z),
{z
}

(2)

CS-Sampling

where x denotes one possible input case. Here we denote it
as Cross-Sample Sampling (CS-Sampling) since it comes
from the other samples. Intuitively, CS-Sampling approximates the “physical intervention” which can break the spurious correlation caused by the hidden confounder. For example, the annotation “man-with-snowboard” is dominant
in captioning dataset [19] and thus the predictor may learn
the spurious correlation between the snowboard region with
the word “man” without looking at the person region to reason what actually the gender is. CS-Sampling alleviates
such spurious correlation by combining the person region
with the other objects from other samples, e.g., bike, mirror, or brush, and inputting the combinations to the predictor. Then the predictor will not always see “man-withsnowboard” but see “man” with the other distinctive objects
and thus it will be forced to infer the word “man” from the
person region. With this deconfounded predictor, the selector will also be forced to select the legitimate evidence even
we do not have any region-word supervisions.
By replacing P (Y |z) in Eq. (1) by P (Y |do(Z)) in
Eq. (2), we can calculate the true causal effect between X
and Y :
P (Y |do(X))
X
X
P (Z = z|X)
P (X = x)[P (Y |Z = z, X = x)].
=
} | x {z
}
| z {z

(1)

IS-Sampling

where z denotes the selected knowledge and IS-Sampling
denotes In-Sample sampling since z comes from the current
input sample X.
However, as discussed in Introduction, since the selection is an unsupervised process, the predictor may be misled by the dataset bias when training it by Eq. (1). In causal
terms, this means that the predictor may learn the spurious
correlation brought by the backdoor path Z ← X ↔ Y 1
instead of the true causal effect Z → Y , and thus the conventional attention mechanism is not a proper way of calculating the causal effect.

X

IS-Sampling

CS-Sampling

(3)

This is also called the front-door adjustment, which is a
fundamental causal inference technique for deconfounding
the unobserved confounder [40]. Since our novel attention
module is designed by using Eq. (3) as the training target,
we name our attention module as Causal Attention (CATT).

3.2. In-Sample and Cross-Sample Attentions
To implement our causal attention (Eq. (3)) in a deep
framework, we can parameterize the predictive distribution
P (Y |Z, X) as a network g(·) followed by a softmax layer
since most vision-language tasks are transformed into classification formulations [63, 4]:

1 For convenience, we simplify the notation of the backdoor path X ←
C → M → Y shown in Figure 3 to X ↔ Y .

P (Y |Z, X) = Softmax[g(Z, X)].
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(4)

As can be seen in Eq. (3), we need to sample X and Z,
and feed them into the network to complete P (Y |do(X)).
However, the cost of the network forward pass for all of
these samples is prohibitively expensive. To address this
challenge, we apply Normalized Weighted Geometric Mean
(NWGM) approximation [66, 54] to absorb the outer sampling into the feature level and thus only need to forward
the “absorbed input” in the network for once. Specifically,
by NWGM approximation, IS-Sampling and CS-Sampling
in Eq. (3) can be absorbed into the network as:
P (Y |do(X)) ≈Softmax[g(Ẑ, X̂)],
X
P (Z = z|h(X))z,
IS-Sampling: Ẑ =
z
X
CS-Sampling: X̂ =
P (X = x|f (X))x.

Prediction
or Stacked ATT

QI

MatMul

Prob

KI
IS-ATT

Input: QI , KI , VI ,
(6)

Ouput: Ẑ = VI AI

We denote Eq. (6) as the In-Sample attention (IS-ATT)
and the subscript “I” emphasizes that it is estimating ISSampling. In this case, all the KI and VI come from the
current input sample, e.g., the RoI feature set. QI comes
from h(X), e.g., in top-down attention, the query vector
qI is the embedding of the sentence context and in selfattention, the query set QI is also the RoI feature set. For
AI , each attention vector aI is the network estimation of
the IS-Sampling probability P (Z = z|h(X)) and the output Ẑ is the estimated vector set of IS-Sampling in Eq. (5).
Inspired by Eq (6), we can also deploy a Q-K-V operation to estimate X̂ and name it as Cross-Sample attention
(CS-ATT), which is the red block in Figure 4:
Input: QC , KC , VC ,
AC = Softmax(QC T KC ),

MatMul

(5)

where h(·) and f (·) denote query embedding functions
which can transform the input X into two query sets. Both
of them can be parameterized as networks. Note that in a
network, the variable X and Z are represented by embedding vectors, e.g., an image region becomes an RoI representation, so we use bold symbols to signify these embedding vectors, e.g., z, x denote the embedding vectors of
the variable z, x. X̂, Ẑ denote the estimations of the ISSampling and CS-Sampling, which can be packed into the
matrix form [60]. The derivation details of Eq. (5) are given
in the supplementary material.
Actually, the IS-Sampling estimation Ẑ is what a classic
attention network calculates, which can be briefly expressed
by the Q-K-V operation as the blue block in Figure 4:

Prob:

X

Prob

x

Prob: AI = Softmax(QI T KI )

^

^

Z

(7)

Ouput: X̂ = VC AC

where KC , VC come from the other samples in the training
set, and QC comes from f (X). In this case, aC approx-

VI

VC

KC

QC

CS-ATT

Figure 4. The sketch of a single causal attention module, which
includes an IS-ATT (Eq. (6)) and a CS-ATT (Eq. (7)). After calculating Ẑ and X̂, we can input them into the predictor for making
decisions or more stacked attention layers for further embedding.

imates P (X = x|f (X)) and X̂ is the CS-Sampling estimation in Eq. (5). In the implementations, we set KC and
VC as the global dictionaries compressed from the whole
training dataset since it is impossible to attend to all the
samples in the training set. Specifically, we initialize this
dictionary by using K-means over all the samples’ embeddings in training set, e.g., all the images’ RoI features. In
this way, VC and VI stay in the same representation space,
which guarantees that the estimations of IS-Sampling and
CS-Sampling: Ẑ and X̂ in Eq. (5) also have the same distribution.
To sum up, as shown in Figure 4, our single causal attention module estimates Ẑ and X̂ respectively by IS-ATT in
Eq. (6) and CS-ATT in Eq. (7). After that, we can concatenate the outputs for estimating P (Y |do(X)) as in Eq. (5).

3.3. CATT in Stacked Attention Networks
In practice, attention modules can be stacked as deep networks, e.g., the classic Transformer [60] or BERT architectures [16]. Our CATT can also be incorporated into these
stacked attention networks and we experiment with Transformer [60] and LXMERT [57] in this paper. We briefly
introduce their architectures here and discuss the implementation details in Section 4.2. Generally, our CATT replaces
the first attention layer of these architectures to get the estimations of IS-Sampling Ẑ and CS-Sampling X̂, and then
we input them into more attention layers for further embedding, as shown in Figure 4. For convenience, in these
stacked attention networks, we still use IS-ATT and CSATT as the names of the attention modules to signify that
this attention layer is dealing with the representations of the
IS-Sampling or CS-Sampling.
Transformer+CATT. Figure 5 shows the architecture of
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^

^

Z

IS-ATT
VI

[VI ]E
KI

CS-ATT
QI

QC

IS-ATT
VI

KI

KC

VC

Current Image

QC

KC

VC

Image Dict

Visual Encoder

QC

VI

KI

QI

QC

KC

VI

KI

IS-ATT
KI

KI

QC

KC

VC

Current Sample

KC

VI

VC

KI

QC

KC

CS-ATT
QI

QC

KC

VC

Image
Inputs

Current Sentence

QC

KC

VC

Language Decoder

our vision-language Transformer+CATT. This architecture
contains a vision encoder and a language decoder. In implementations, both the encoder and decoder contain 6 blue
and purple blocks. The inputs of the encoder include the
embedding set of the current image and a global image embedding dictionary. The IS-ATT and CS-ATT outputs of
the encoder are input into the decoder for learning visiolinguistic representations. For the decoder, the inputs of
the first IS-ATT and CS-ATT are respectively the current
sentence embedding set and a global sentence embedding
dictionary. The outputs of the decoder include two parts
which respectively correspond to IS-Sampling Ẑ and CSSampling X̂, which will be concatenated and input into
the final predictor. Importantly, by stacking many CATT
layers, the estimated Ẑ and X̂ may not stay in the same
representation space due to the non-convex operations in
each attention module, e.g., the position-wise feed-forward
Networks [60]. To avoid this, we share the parameters of
IS-ATT and CS-ATT in each CATT and then the outputs
of them will always stay in the same representation space,
where the detail formations are given in Eq. (8). As a result,
the additional attention computation of CATT in LXMERT
is O(K ∗ n)/O(n ∗ n) at the first/other layer, where K is
the size of the global dictionary and n is the number of
word/image sequence.
LXMERT+CATT. Figure 6 demonstrates the architecture
of our LXMERT+CATT, which contains three parts, a vision encoder with 5 self-CATT modules, a language encoder with 9 self-CATT modules, and a visiolinguistic decoder with 5 blocks where each one contains two crossmodality CATT (CM-CATT) and two self-CATT modules.
For convenience, we merge the inputs (outputs) of IS-ATT
and CS-ATT into one single line in (c). For example, the
image inputs contain two parts which are the current image

[VC ]V [VC ]L

5
[V ]V

Self-CATT

CM-CATT

[V ]V

Self-CATT

[V ]V

Self-CATT

[V ]L

Visual Encoder
9

Sentence Dict

Figure 5. The Transformer+CATT architecture, which contains a
visual encoder and a language decoder. We only show two layers
in both parts for demonstrating how they are connected. In the
implementations, both the encoder and decoder contain 6 layers.
[VI ]E and [VC ]E denote the IS-ATT and CS-ATT outputs of the
encoder, which are used as the inputs to the decoder. Ẑ and X̂
are the IS-ATT and CS-ATT outputs of the decoder, which are the
estimations of IS-Sampling and CS-Sampling, respectively.

[VI ]V

(b) CM-CATT

5

VC

CS-ATT
QI

[VI ]L

Global Dict

(a) Self-CATT

CS-ATT
QI

IS-ATT
VI

IS-ATT

CS-ATT
QI

CS-ATT

[VC ]E
VI

VC

IS-ATT

VC

[VI ]E

CS-ATT
QI

CS-ATT
QI

IS-ATT

[VC ]E

IS-ATT
VI

KI

VI

X

Sentence
Inputs

Self-CATT

[V ]L

Language Encoder

CM-CATT

[V ]L

VIsiolinguistic Decoder

(c) LXMERT+CATT

Figure 6. The architecture of LXMERT+CATT, which contains
one visual encoder, one language encoder, and one visiolinguistic decoder. Note that each line in (c) contains two parts which
respectively correspond to IS-ATT and CS-ATT. [V ]V and [V ]L
denote the visual and language signals, respectively.

and a global image embedding dictionary. [V ]V ([V ]L ) denotes the visual (language) signal which also includes two
parts [VI ]V and [VC ]V ([VI ]L and [VC ]L ) corresponding to
IS-ATT and CS-ATT, respectively. Figure 6(b) sketches one
cross-modality module used in the top part of the decoder in
(c), where the visual signals are used as the queries in both
IS-ATT and CS-ATT. Similar as the original LXMERT [57],
we concatenate the outputs of both vision and language
streams and input them into various predictors for solving different vision-language tasks. In implementations, we
share the parameters of IS-ATT and CS-ATT in each causal
attention module to force their outputs to have the same distributions.

4. Experiments
We validated our Causal Attention (CATT) in three
architectures for various vision-language tasks: BottomUp Top-Down (BUTD) LSTM [3] for Image Captioning
(IC) [13, 35] and Visual Question Answering (VQA) [4],
Transformer [60] for IC and VQA, and a large scale visionlanguage pre-training framework LXMERT [57] for VQA,
Graph Question Answering (GQA) [22], and Natural Language for Visual Reasoning (NLVR) [55].

4.1. Datasets
MS COCO [13] has 123,287 images and each image is
assigned with 5 captions. This dataset has two popular
splits: the Karpathy split [23] and the official test split,
which divide the whole dataset into 113, 287/5, 000/5, 000
and 82, 783/40, 504/40, 775 for training/validation/test, respectively. We used the Karpathy split to train the BUTD
and Transformer based captioners and evaluate.
VQA2.0 [18] collects the images from MS COCO and assigns 3 questions for each image and 10 answers for each
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question. There are 80k/40k training/validation images
available offline. We exploited the training set to train our
BUTD and Transformer based VQA systems, and then evaluated the performances on three different splits: offline validation, online test-development, and online test-standard.
Pre-training and Fine-tuning Datasets for VLP. We
followed LXMERT [57] to collect a large-scale visionlanguage pre-training dataset from the training and development sets of MS COCO, VQA2.0, GQA [22], and Visual Genome [26]. After collecting, this dataset contained
180K distinct images and 9.18M image-sentence pairs. We
fine-tuned our VLP model on three tasks, which were VQA,
GQA, and NLVR2 [55] and evaluated the performances on
various test splits of them.

Table 1. The performances of various captioners on Karpathy split.
Models
BUTD [3]
LBPF [46]
GCN-LSTM [70]
SGAE [68]
BUTD+CATT
Transformer
VLP [78]
AoANet [21]
M2 Transformer [15]
Transformer+CATT

QWiQ (KWiK )T
√
)
d
Hi = Ai V WiV ,

Single-Head :

R
57.3
58.4
58.3
58.6
58.6
58.4
−
58.8
58.6
58.9

C
125.3
127.6
127.6
127.8
128.3
128.5
129.3
129.8
131.2
131.7

S
21.1
22.0
22.0
22.1
21.9
22.0
23.2
22.4
22.6
22.8

Models
BUTD
BUTD+CATT
Transformer
Transformer+CATT

CHs↓
13.5
10.7−2.8
12.1
9.7−2.4

CHi↓
8.9
7.2−1.7
8.1
6.5−1.6

A@Gen↑
77%
85%+8%
82%
92%+10%

A@Attr↑
41%
51%+10%
47%
56%+9%

A@Act↑
52%
60%+8%
55%
64%+9%

for pre-training. When fine-tuning the pre-trained model on
VQA2.0, GQA, and NLVR2, the batch size was 32, training
epochs was 4, and the learning rates were set to 5e−5 , 1e−6 ,
and 5e−5 , respectively.

4.3. Results and Analysis.

Input: Q, K, V
Prob: Ai = Softmax(

M
27.5
28.5
28.5
28.4
28.5
28.5
−
29.2
29.2
29.3

Table 2. The bias degree of different models: “↑” and “↓” mean
the higher the better and the lower the better, respectively. Red
numbers denote the improvements after using our CATT modules.

4.2. Implementation Details
The implementation details of BUTD+CATT and Transformer+CATT are given in C.4 of the supplementary material. Here we provide the details of LXMERT+CATT,
which is the most significant experiments in this paper.
LXMERT + CATT. We used the architecture in Figure. 6
for large-scale vision-language pre-training. In this architecture, all IS-ATT and CS-ATT were deployed by 12-head
scaled dot-product [60]:

B@4
37.2
38.3
38.2
38.4
38.6
38.6
39.5
38.9
39.1
39.4

4.3.1
(8)

Ouput: V̂ = Embed([H1 , ..., H1 2]W H ),

where Wi∗ and W H are all trainable matrices; Ai is the
soft attention matrix for the i-th head; [·] denotes the concatenation operation, and Embed(·) means the feed-forward
network and the residual operation as in [60]. The hidden
size was set to 768. Importantly, we shared the parameters
between IS-ATT and CS-ATT in each CATT to make the
outputs stay in the same representation space. In this case,
we also applied K-means to get the initializations and set
the size of both dictionaries to 500. We extracted 36 RoI
object features from each image by a Faster-RCNN [49]
pre-trained on VG as in [3].
We followed the original LXMERT [57] to pre-train
our LXMERT+CATT architecture by four tasks: masked
cross-modality language modeling, masked object prediction, cross-modality image sentence matching, and image
question answering. We used Adam optimizer with a lineardecayed learning rate schedule [16] where the peak learning
rate was set to 5e−5 . We pre-trained the model 20 epochs
on 4 GTX 1080 Ti with a batch size of 192. The pretraining cost 10 days. To fairly compare the pre-training
GPU hours with UNITER [14], we also carried an experiment by 4 V100 with batch size as 256 and it cost 6.5 days

Image Captioning (IC)

Similarity Measurements. The results are reported in Table 1, where the top and bottom parts list various models which respectively deploy LSTM and Transformer as
the backbones. In this table, B, M, R, C, and S denote
BLEU [39], METEOR[6], ROUGE [31], CIDEr-D [61],
and SPICE [2], respectively, which evaluate the similarities
between the generated and the ground-truth captions.
Compared with two baselines BUTD and Transformer,
we can find that BUTD+CATT and Transformer+CATT respectively achieve 3.0-point and 3.2-point improvements
on CIDEr-D. More importantly, after incorporating our
CATT modules into BUTD and Transformer, they have
higher CIDEr-D scores than certain state-of-the-art captioners which deploy more complex techniques. For example,
SGAE exploits scene graphs to transfer language inductive
bias or M2 Transformer learns multi-level visual relations
though additional meshed memory networks. These comparisons suggest that our CATT module is a more powerful
technique compared with the techniques used in these stateof-the-art captioners.
Bias Measurements. We measured the bias degree of the
generated captions in Table 2 to validate that whether our
CATT module can alleviate the dataset bias or not. In this
table, CHs and CHi denote CHAIRs and CHAIRi [51],
which are designed to measure the object bias. Apart from
them, we also analyze three more specific biases: gender
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tend to the remote region and infer the word “man” due to
the dataset bias, while our CATT corrects this by attending
to the hand region to generate the word “hand”.

IC:

BUTD: a man
holding a remote

CATT: a hand
holding a remote

TF: a bird
flying in the sky

CATT: a bird
sitting on the tree

VQA:

Q: What is gender of the players?
BUTD: male
CATT: female

Q: What is the girl doing?
TF: playing frisbee
CATT: falling

VLP:

Q: How many people are shown?
CATT: three

LXMERT: two

Q: What is behind the hydrant?
LXMERT: road
CATT: fence

Figure 7. Six examples show that our CATT can correct different
models to focus on the suitable regions. TF denotes Transformer.
For BUTD, we show the region with the highest attention weight.
For Transformer and VLP, the red region has the highest attention
weight in top-down attention and the green region is the one most
related to the red region in self-attention.
Table 3. Accuracy of various VQA models on different splits.

Models
BUTD [3]
MUTAN [8]
MLB [24]
BUTD+CATT
Transformer
DFAF [17]
MCAN [73]
TRRNet [67]
Transformer+CATT

loc-val
63.20
65.07
65.12
66.29
66.21
67.20
67.33

test-dev
65.32
66.01
66.27
67.13
69.53
70.22
70.63
70.80
70.95

test-std
65.67
66.38
66.62
67.26
69.82
70.34
70.90
71.20
71.27

Table 4. Accuracy of different question types on test-std split. Red
numbers denote the improvements after using our CATT modules.
Models
BUTD
BUTD+CATT
Transformer
Transformer+CATT
LXMERT†
LXMERT+CATT

Yes/No
81.82
83.42+1.6
86.25
87.40+1.15
88.17
88.6+0.43

Number
44.21
48.96+4.75
50.7
53.45+2.75
52.63
55.48+2.85

Other
56.05
57.3+1.25
59.9
61.3+1.4
62.73
63.39+0.66

bias, action bias, and attribute bias by calculating the accuracy of these words, which are denoted as A@Gen, A@Attr,
and A@Act, respectively. From the results, we can see
that after incorporating our CATT module, both BUTD and
Transformer generate less biased captions, e.g., the accuracies of gender, attribute, and action are respectively improved by 10%, 9%, and 9% when CATT is used in Transformer. The first row of Figure 7 shows two examples where
BUTD and Transformer respectively attend to unsuitable regions and then generate incorrect captions, e.g., BUTD at-

4.3.2

Visual Question Answering (VQA)

The top and bottom parts of Table 3 respectively report
the performances of various LSTM and Transformer based
VQA models, where loc-val, test-dev, and test-std denote
the offline local validation, online test-development, and
online test-standard splits. From this table, we can observe that after deploying our CATT module into BUTD
and Transformer, the accuracies are consistently improved.
More importantly, the deconfounded BUTD and Transformer outperform certain state-of-the-art models which are
better than the original BUTD and Transformer.
Table 4 reports the accuracies of different question types
on test-std split. It can be found that the accuracy of number has the largest improvements after using CATT modules, i.e., 4.75-point and 2.75-point for BUTD and Transformer, respectively. Significantly, Transformer+CATT has
a higher number accuracy than the large-scale pre-training
model LXMERT: 53.45 vs. 52.63. As analyzed in [77], the
counting ability depends heavily on the quality of the attention mechanism that a VQA model cannot correctly answer
number questions without attending to all the queried objects. Thus the consistent improvements in number support
that our CATT modules can largely ameliorate the quality
of the conventional attention mechanism. The second row
of Figure 7 shows that after incorporating CATT, BUTD
and Transformer based VQA models can attend to the right
regions for answering the questions.
4.3.3

Vision-Language Pre-training (VLP)

Table 5 shows the training burdens and the performances of
various large-scale pre-training models on VQA2.0, GQA,
and NLVR2. Note that LXMERT† and LXMERT respectively denote the results got from the officially released
code and from the published paper. For ERNIE-VIL [72]
and UNITER [14], they both have a BASE version and a
LARGE version where BASE (LARGE) uses 12 (16) heads
and 768 (1024) hidden units in multi-head product operations. We report the performances of their BASE versions
since our model used 12 heads and 768 hidden units. For
NLVR2, we report the performances of UNITER with the
same Pair setting as our model.2
From this table, we can see that compared with
LXMERT† , our LXMERT† +CATT respectively achieves
0.86, 1.23, 1.6-point improvements on the test-std splits
of VQA2.0 and GQA and the test-P split of NLVR2.
For example, compared with UNITER which uses fp16,
2 The details of NLVR2 setting can be found in Table 5 of UNITER [14].
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Table 5. Training burdens and performances of different large-scale vision-language pre-training models. “M” denotes million.
Training Burdens
VQA2.0
GQA
NLVR2 (Pair)
Models
GPU Hours
Image / Text
test-dev test-std test-dev test-std loc-val test-P
LXMERT [57]
960 (titan xp)
0.18M / 9.18M
72.42
72.54
60.00
60.30
74.9
74.5
LXMERT† [57]
816 (1080Ti)
0.18M / 9.18M
71.96
72.18
59.90
59.94
74.8
74.4
4.20M / 9.58M
72.62
72.85
ERNIE-VIL [72]
UNITER [14]
882 (V100)
4.20M / 9.58M
72.80
72.91
75.85
75.80
960 (V100)
5.40M / 7.48M
72.92
60.48
12IN1 [33]
LXMERT† +CATT
960 (1080Ti), 624 (V100)
0.18M / 9.18M
72.81
73.04
60.84
61.17
76.40
76.00
LXMERT† +CATT↑ 1536 (1080Ti), 1056 (V100) 0.18M / 9.18M 73.54
73.63
61.87
62.07 77.27 77.23
Table
6.
The
performances
of
various
CATT ablation studies on
†
our LXMERT +CATT uses fewer GPU hours and the
the local validation sets. We show the CIDEr-D score for Image
pre-training data, while we have higher performances on
Captioning (IC) and the accuracies for the other tasks.

VQA2.0: 73.04 vs. 72.91, and NLVR2: 76.0 vs. 75.80.
Furthermore, inspired by UNITER [14], we enhanced our
model and named this one as LXMERT+CATT↑ by using
conditional masking and more RoI features. Specifically,
we extracted 64 RoI features from each image to guarantee
that our model can be trained on 4 1080 Ti GPUs. It can
be found that after using two insights from UNITER, our
LXMERT+CATT↑ can achieve higher performances than
UNITER, even though we do not extract 100 RoI features
for each image as them. These comparisons suggest that
our CATT has great potential in large-scale VLP.
Also, as shown in Table 4, after incorporating CATT
into LXMERT, we can observe that the accuracy of Number is further improved: 55.48 vs. 52.63, which suggests
that our CATT improves the quality of the attention modules in VLP models. The third row of Figure 7 shows two
examples where CATT modules correct LXMERT to focus
on the right regions for answering the questions.

4.4. Ablation Studies
We carried exhaustive ablation studies to validate three
variants of our causal attention module: K-means initialization, dictionary size, parameter sharing. In particular, we
deployed these ablation studies in Transformer+CATT and
LXMERT+CATT architectures.
Comparing Methods. Base: We denote the original
Transformer and LXMERT architectures as Base. CATT
w/o Init: CATT denotes the models introduced in Section 3.3. We did not use the K-means algorithm to initialize
the global dictionaries but randomly initialized them. We
shared the parameters between IS-ATT and CS-ATT. CATT
w/o Share: We did not share the parameters between ISATT and CS-ATT. Here we used the K-means algorithm to
initialize the dictionaries. CATT+D#K: We set the size of
the global image and word embedding dictionaries to K by
the K-means algorithm and shared the parameters between
IS-ATT and CS-ATT.
Results and Analysis. Table 6 reports the performances
of the ablation studies on the local validation sets. It can be
found that after using our CATT, even without K-means initialization or parameter sharing, the performances are better
than Base models. Also, we can observe that both K-means

Models
Base
CATT w/o Init
CATT w/o Share
CATT+D#100
CATT+D#200
CATT+D#500

Transformer
IC
128.5
129.8
130.6
131.1
131.4
131.7

VQA
66.29
66.56
66.94
67.02
67.21
67.33

LXMERT
VQA
69.52
69.81
70.05
70.12
70.29
70.40

GQA
59.82
60.14
60.41
60.62
60.77
60.90

NLVR2
74.80
75.22
75.78
75.94
76.26
76.40

initialization and parameter sharing are useful for improving the performances, e.g., CATT+D#500 outperforms both
CATT w/o Init and CATT w/o Share. Such observation
suggests that both strategies encourage the estimated ISSampling and CS-Sampling to stay in the same representation space, which is indeed beneficial in improving the
performances. Also, by comparing the performances with
different dictionary sizes, we can find that bigger dictionaries have better performances.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we exploited the causal inference to analyze why the attention mechanism is easily misled by the
dataset bias and then attend to unsuitable regions. We discovered that the attention mechanism is an improper approximation of the front-door adjustment and thus fails to
capture the true causal effect between the input and target. Then a novel attention mechanism: causal attention
(CATT) was proposed based on the front-door adjustment,
which can improve the quality of the attention mechanism
by alleviating the ever-elusive confounding effect. Specifically, CATT contains In-Sample and Cross-Sample attentions to estimate In-Sample and Cross-Sample samplings
in the front-door adjustment and both of two attention networks abide by the Q-K-V operations. We implemented
CATT into various popular attention-based vision-language
models and the experimental results demonstrate that it can
improve these models by considerable margins. In particular, CATT can promote a light VLP model comparable to a
heavy one, which demonstrates its great potential in largescale pre-training.
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